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just the sane way with, this Kiova-Apache*

They got mad and they didn't get

together on something for some reason, they didn't get together on that 10
half of that Apaches mtoved this way and the other half moved t h i i » « ^

So

they have two groups, on account of an argument or something,
(Do you Vnow what they argued about?)
Well, what I was thinking, what my opinion is, that one of them wanted to be
*
*
the chief of the whole blackfoot Society Dancers, they want to take that. Bat
the other one, he wanted it too* So* they couldn't get together and they had
to split, just the same way with, those Kiowas when one of the chiefs didn't get
his cow bag. He got mad and took his half of the Kiowas and went off and the
other half they left, and they are originate here today now. Those Kiowas that
stayed, are here, right here; but those other ones, other* Kiowas, they never
been known till this day where they at* Never found out* Couldn't find out*
They traveled all over the world and we still couldn't find them* Just couldn't
find them, but they In somewhere, some country* They in somewhere. So that's
the way that those Blackfoot Apaches split up, on account of that. One of them
wanted to be chief of that and the other one io so they both can't .be chief at
the same time so they got mad and they quit* They split up and that the reason
why they split* There ain'£ but just a handful of Apaches* And they split* " Then
there isn't very much of these Apaches here, not very many here* . And that's what
I say, they ought to- stay together and have one instead of fussing with thaf dance•
That ain't going to do you any good* Anybody else any good, fussing over it.* So,
that's just the way that tribe that lived way back there* See you take these
Comanches, they were way back and originate in old Mexico* That's where thpy
been originate* So they^came on in and went into Texas* The Southwest Texas - •
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